SJSU gets reprieve
from tuition payback

of
the
members
Two
gymnastics team from the
People’s Republic of China
dazzle spectators in San
Jose. The team is touring in
the United States to promote
friendship between the two
countries. The performance
demonstrated gravity -defying feats combining sheer
strength, grace and beauty.

By Julie Pitts
Staff Writer
The California State University and Colleges system
Chancellor has excused SJSU from paying back $800,000
in non-resident tuition not collected by the University for
1981-82.
The decision to excuse SJSU and California State
University at Sacramento from paying back their deficits
was proposed by the Chancellor’s task force.
This committee was formed to review the 1981-82
CSUC system budget and make recommendations on
coping with the universities’ financial crises.
SJSU Academic Vice President Hobert Burns said the
Chancellor’s Office will assume responsibility for the sum

. . see page 9

by collecting excess funds for staff benefits from the 19
CSUC campuses.
The funds were for benefits such as retirement
programs and health insurance. But the money is not
being used by the universities because of staff positions
left vacant as a result of the Chancellor’s ordered hiring
freeze.
SJSU has 8141,000 remaining that must be paid back
to the Chancellor because of an overestimate in budgeted
resident enrollment for 1981-82. Burns said decisions on
how the university will make up the figure have not been
reached.
"Our goal is to meet payback without cutting into
instructional programs," he said.
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REC Center vote depends on CSUC approval
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By Cindy Bundock
Staff Writer
Students may be asked to vote in
February on funding a proposed $13
million Recreation and Events
Center, if the A.S. Board of Directors approves a referendum for a
special election.
The board cannot review the
referendum until the California
State University and Colleges
Chancellor’s Office approves it.
A.S. President Tony Robinson
said he expects to receive that approval early next week, with the
referendum decision going before
the board at its regular Wednesday
meeting.
The referendum asks students
whether they approve or disapprove
of a Student Union fee increase for
the planning and construction of a
REC Center.
The proposed $13 million project
would cost the students an extra $10
per semseter for two years,
beginning in fall 1982, Robinson said.
The $10 fee would pay for the
planning and development of the
REC Center.
In fall 1984, the fee would increase to approximately $40 per
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Consultant Robert Bronzan showed the A.S. Board of
Directors a sketch of what the proposed Recreation and
Events Center might look like. The center is estimated to
cost $13 million. The board, however, must first approve a

referendum to hold a special election At the special election,
students would vote as to whether they approve of a fee
increase to pay for the center.

student to gradually pay off the
construction loan over a 25-year
period.
These $10 and 840 fees are based
on an enrollment of 24,000 students,
according to Robinson.
If necessary, changes in fees
would occur only after recommendation by the Student Union
Board of Governors and approval by
the CSUC Board of Trustees, according to a written statement
issued by the REC Center committee.
If the fee increase is approved
by students, the proposed facility
would be a satellite of the existing
Student Union,
The Student Union Board of
Governors would oversee content
and design of the facility and would
be responsible for developing
policies regarding use and administration of the project.
The Chancellor’s Office, before
approving the referendum, is having
attorneys review it, according to
Robinson. Having additonal people
review the proposed referendum
would stop it from being challenged
at a later time, he said.
see REC CENTER back page

Experts field questions about REC Center
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By Janet Weeks
Staff Writer
Questions from a handful of
students concerning the cost, emphasis and construction of a
Recreation and Events Center on
campus were fielded by its
proponents Wednesday afternoon on
the S.U. Upper Pad.
Originally, a forum debate
exploring the pros and cons of the
proposed $13 million center had been
scheduled.
However, an informational
discussion took place instead
because "there hasn’t been anyone
opposed to the center, except to how
it will be funded," said Ted Gehrke,
AS. Program Board adviser.
A.S. President Tony Robinson
and REC Center consultant Bob
Bronzan were present to defend the
center, with Jane McMillan of KSJS
(FM 90.7) moderating the event.
The discussion opened with
Robinson and Bronzan describing
briefly the project. The plans call for
construction of an outdoor pool in the
empty lot beside Joe West Hall and a
10,000-seat auditorium.
see FORUM back page

Photo by Gary it.1,,to
At a discussion about the Recreation and Events Center. consultant Robert Bronzan answers a
question while Moderator Jan McMillan and A.S. President Tony Robinson wait for more questions.

Faulty pump causes dilemma
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Water line costs $20,000
By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer
To alleviate the dilemma of SJSU’s faulty
water pump, the Chancellor’s Office is
allowing $20,000 to be drained from the SJSU
facilties contingency fund to construct a
water line from San Jose Water Works to
campus.
The underground pump, located beneath
the Seventh Street garage, is operating at 41
percent efficiency. Within three months, it
will drop to 35 percent efficiency, according to
Tom McGinley, associate director of Plant
Operations.

I!

"At that point, we won’t be able to
maintain water flow on campus," he said.
"We’ll have to turn off the water in some of
the buildings."
David Elliott, associate vice president of
facilites, said "the pump can go out at any
time."
SJSU relies totally on the well for its
water. Two back-up lines from San Jose

Water Works are hooked up to the campus in
case the pump fails.
A third line, however, will be needed so
that all three connections from the city can
maintain the university’s demand during
emergencies.
According to McGinley, the university
uses 1,000 gallons of water every minute.
Once the new line is installed within four
weeks, a pump breakdown will not cause any
problems, McGinley said.
Although $20,000 is set aside for the
emergency project, Elliott said the actual
costs for the water line and installation should
add up to $18,500.
Bobbi Kessling, SJSU contracts coordinator, said the line will cost approximately
$10,000. Bids are open to contractors to install
the pipes, which may cost another $8,000 or
more.
In the meantime, Elliott will continue to
pursue obtaining funding to repair the pump.
He commented that negotiations with the
Chancellor’s Office did not flow smoothly

when he attempted to secure $15,000 from
SJSU’s capital outlay budget.
The Chancellor’s Office denied his
request because the wording of the capital
outlay conditions states that the project must
add something new to the campus. Repairing
the pump would not accomplish this goal.
Money to fix the well pump can come only
from the California State University and
Colleges system-wide special repairs fund.
"I’m told that there’s very little money in
the fund," Elliott said.
Elliott said he is not sure if funding for
repairing the pump can be obtained this fiscal
year.
When and if the pump is repaired, the new
water line would be shut off and used as a
backup in case it should break down again.
Plant Operations realized the 20-year -old
pump was breaking down when Washburn
Hall’s toilets were not flushing properly.
"The well must be rebuilt every 10 years,
and now it has been 13 years since it’s been
serviced," McGinley said.

Photo thl, Gary Fehnstein

Program Board Director Bill Holland addresses A.S. President
Tony Robinson and consultant Robert Bronzan at a Wednesday
forum on the upper pad of the Student Union The discussion
was on the proposed Recreation and Events Center.
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Reagan handles illegal aliens with kid gloves
President Reagan’s plan for dealing with the immigration crisis this country is facing will do little to stop
the mass entry of illegal aliens. While over 800,000 legal
immigrants and refugees were permitted to enter the
United States in 1980, an estimated 1.5 million to 2 million
enter illegally each year.
These are the figures of United States Attorney
General William French Smith. who said recently that
We have lost control of our borders. We have pursued

By Wade Barber
Staff Writer

unrealistic policies. We have failed to enforce our law
effectively."
Reagan’s policy was unveiled recently by a special
Cabinet task force, headed by Smith. Among other points,
the plan calls for no overall limit on the total number of
legal immigrants, a complicated conditional amnesty for
illegals already in the country, continuation of the
"guestworker" or bracero program, no means of
positively identifying legal workers except through the
traditionally abused "green card" and a general lack of
funding and modernization of the overworked Immigration and Naturalization Service.
In an era of reduced expenditures and lower expectations, it follows that Reagan’s remedies for our
porous southern border cosists of useless and cheap
modifications of an unenforceable program.
Reagan has chosen the easy approach which
reassures Mexico that the safety valve will remain open
for its job-hungry masses. A close border would offend the
Mexican elite and force them to pursue employment
creation and other long promised reforms.
In 1964 the Border Patrol apprehended 50,000 illegals
near the United States-Mexico border. In 1979 the figure
had risen to an astronomical 1,069,400 illegals apprehended, 92 percent of them caught at or near the

Mexican border. Conipunding the problem is the expected
doubling of the Mexican population by the year 2000. With
one-sixth of the Mexican population unemplyed and
United States jobs paying seven times as much as those in
Mexico, the flood of aliens will most likely become a tidal
wave.
While not necessarily kind to suffering humanity,
Americans must consider the benefits to the nation by
strictly enforcing immigration quotas and border control.
Some would say in rebuttal that Mexicans and other
illegals perform menial work spurned by Americans. In
some instances this is true; however, with eight million
Americans unemployed, a variety of jobs becomes more
attractive. Americans now perform a majority, according
to government figures, of the low-status jobs in this
country. Jobs rejected by legal residents could be filled by
government programs which contract work to forigners
when found undesireable by American workers.
Illegal residents are also younger than the United
States population as a whole, which imposes intense
competition for jobs among the young. Especially affected are blacks and hispanics, who suffer the highest
rates of unemployment.
Though illegals pay taxes and contribute to social
security, this doesn’t mean that they put in more than they
take from government sources. Los Angeles County
authorities doubt this and are suing the government for
$89 million in unpaid medical bills for illegal aliens.
Dismayed school officials in various Texas communities
are claiming that illegals are driving their systems to
bankruptcy.
It is obvious that once past the southern borders of
America, illegal aliens remain virtually unchecked by the
700 Immigration and Naturalization Service investigators
nationwide. More personnel is needed. Because of extensive appeal procedures, few are deported. Stricter
laws and enforcement are in order.
A possible "anti-foreign" backlash may occur in this
country if public sentiment is not appeased through appropriate action. Even Mexican President Lopez Portal,
in defending his southern border against an influx of
Central American immigrants, has realized that controlling one’s nation is a universal attribute of
sovereignty."
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Class reunions -- an honored tradition and nostalgic time
It’s the one night that promises
to expose every single insecurity
you’ve been trying to overcome for
years. It conjures up haunting

By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer

images of the bus stop bully and the
chess club president with hornrimmed glasses as thick as the
bottom of Coke bottles. It leaves you
feeling dissatisfied with your lot in

life and 50 bucks in the hole.
You guessed it. It’s the
inevitable high school reunion that
elicits mixed emotions and throaty
gulps from young and old alike.
It is just another superficial
ceremony that’s implanted into our
culture, and the only reason people
want logo is out of sheer curiosity.
It’s obvious that they don’t
really care about the others they
haven’t kept in touch with or else
they would have called them.
High school graduates may
dread their reunion, but they are
dying to attend this dispicable affair
just so that they can complain about
it afterwards. Ironic, isn’t it?
Although I haven’t gone to mine
yet, I can already picture alumni

expressing displeausre about the
lousy meal and the loud band and
their favorite English teacher who
forgot their faces, not to mention
their names, the day they left school.
Another thing that puzzles me is
what people are supposed to do at
these functions? Are they supposed
to gawk at each other, dress up in
the school colors, sing the alma
mater or drag out the ol’ yearbook?
One friend informed me that at
her reunion they had contests such
as who has been married the
longest, who has had the most
children and who has been the most
successful.
Coming from a high school in
east San Jose, I guess we can tally
who has had the most arrests, who

has been in the most car accidents
and who has the largest beer belly.
And what are the dates and
spouses of the alumni going to say to
all these strangers who have shared
fond memories of toilet papering

If they’re smart, they’ll retire
to the restroom and never come out
houses and making catcalls to the
cheerleaders?
If they are smart, they’ll retire
to the restroom and never come out.
But even for those who are
bonded together because of the same
chemistry class, they will not have
mucn to say to each other at the
reunion.

Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office ( JC 2081
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

attend.
Maybe to cut the event short and
not waste everyone’s time, people
could wear sandwich boards listing
their marital status, occupation,
number of children and telephone
number. This would eliminate the
idle chatter.
Such information is all people

want anyway. To save money,
people could make it a tradition to
meet in the school gym. Then the
people planning the reunion don’t
have to make complicated maps to
some unheard of and expensive
restaurant.
They could make it super
nostalgic and have a sit down dinner
in the gym eating the same poorboy
sandwiches prepared by the same
school cooks. Then to end the
festivity with a big bang, everyone
could jump on their half-pint Carnation milk cartons simultaneously
just as they did in high school.
Even with the superficiality of
such an event, it can be turned into a
fun-filled evening after all. Now,
where did I put my sandwich board?

S.

the mailbag

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you - our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and pres.; releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:

"What have you been doing
since high school?"
"Are you still living at home?"
"Are you divorced yet?"
This list of questions will be
handy in interrogating all those who

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints of interest to the
campus community.

’Nothing better
to write about’
Editor:
I am writing in response to the
article by Kris Eldred dealing with
how commercialism destroys the
holiday season. I can’t believe she
has nothing better to write about
than the pushing of holidays.
I believe that if a person is going
to respond to any of the holidays it’s
their personal preference and has
nothing to do with the commercialism of the holiday. Nobody
can make another person buy cards
or flowers for someone special.
Kris Eldred should realize that
the holidays are here to stay and its
up to her if she is going to buy the
various objects that go with that
holiday.
Renee Strebig
undeclared
junior

Old typewriters
are ’prehistoric’
Editor:
Deadline. It is one word that has
scared every reporter. But

nowadays, with all the sophisticated
technology reporters have, they
don’t have to worry too much.
Room 224 in the Journalism
Building, however, is an exception.
This room has 25 typewriters that
are about five-years-old. To me they
look prehistoric. It takes a long time
to type one sentence on these old
things. I don’t understand why they
haven’t been changed yet. Is it
money?
Yes we have a small department, but we’re still part of this
school. We have rights just as much
as everybody else. All we’re asking
for is new typewriters. Is that too
much to ask for?
Andan
Al-Jadi
Journalism
junior

No winner in
nuclear exchange
Editor:
You must be hard put for letters
to have printed R. P. Schell’s
"Nuclear War is Winnable." Such
thinking is abominable.
Let’s suppose that a first strike
attempt by the United States against

the Soviet Union succeeded in
destroying their land-based missiles
(as R.P. Schell suggests). The
surviving Soviet missiles would
most assuredly be pointed at the
population centers of the United
States. Millions of Americans would
be killed instantly and several
million more would die from the
ensuing radiation and chaos. Would
we be the winners? No. I’m certain
that in the event of a nuclear exchange no winner would exist.
Steve Whitlatch
Economies
sophomore

The Forum page is your
page. The Daily encourages
readers’
comments
on
any
topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion
articles are those of the
author.
Editorials
appearing on this page
are the opinion of the
Spartan Daily.
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Faculty advisement gains new importance
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By Tom Quinlan
Staff Writer
Faculty advisement of
students is assuming new
importance at SJSU.
Faced with a five-year
decline in enrollment
figures, the Academic
Senate approved the adan
addition
of
visement/registration day
at the end of each
semester.
Largly on the basis of
numerous testimonials on
the importance advisement
plays in recruitment and
retention of students, the
Senate added the days
beginning fall semester
1982.
While it was being
debated by the Senate,
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns told the
members, "We’ve got to
start doing more, and doing
it better."
Although a majority of
Senate members agreed
with Burns on both counts,
wasn’t
agreement
unanimous.
Tony Robinson, A.S.
president and an ex-officio
member of the Senate,
called current advisement
of students "a real common complaint."
Saying he saw an
"attitude developing on the
part of the faculty,"
Robinson objected to the
addition of more days
devoted to advisement,
without any attempt to
improve the advisement
already
available
to
students.
Robert Loewer, a
marketing instructor and
associate dean of Graduate
Studies, also opposed
advisement
additional
days. He told the Senate,
there "is a more serious
problem on this campus
than lack of advisement,
and
that’s
misadvisement."
Loewer argued before
the Senate that the new
general
educatin
requirements ordered by
the board of trustees made
advisement so confusing
that faculty members were
"not aware of what is
presently required."
Loewer told the Senate
that additional days may
do more damage" than
good, as far as students
were concerned.
Burns’ assertion that
all the evidence points to
( advisement)" as a major
factor
in
increasing
enrollment figures, convinced the Senate to approve the additional days
on Oct. 14.
Even while the bill was
debated, however, Burns
agreed current students
receive poor advisement,
but declared, "there’s no
reason we can’t do both" in
providing more and better
advisement.
There is even less
agreement on what, if
anything, is wrong with
advisement, what con-

"really well advertised
now," admits that it wasn’t
until fall 1980 that incoming
students were provided
with a leaflet telling them
of the center and its purpose.
In the last survey taken
campus -wide of advisement procedures, in
1977, 44 percent of faculty
members who responded,
and were involved in advising of students were not
aware of the existence of
the center.
Fifty percent of those
responding
to
the
questionnaire were also not
familiar with the faculty
handbook on advisement.
These figures compare
to 9 percent who were very
familiar with the advisement center, and 48
percent
who
were
acquainted with the handbook.
On the basis of this
survey, Lowell Walter,
director of the General
Education Advisement
Center, helped develop a
training program for advisers that is used at 400
universities and colleges,
and half of the deparmtents
at SJSU.
When summing up the
student reaction to advisement received at SJSU,
Walter characterized it as
"one-third said it was
pretty good, one-third said
it was so-so, and one-third
said it was pretty bad."
The survey also made
some general recommendations on improving
advisement at SJSU. Its
suggestions include:
- Improving the adviser/advice ratio;
- Ending the practice
of assigning advisers on the
basis of a student’s grade
level, allowing students to
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control his school as a
whole maintains over
advisement proceedings
and the fact that
engineering students, on an
average, have only six
electives throughout their
stay at SJSU.
And although he calls it
"an extreme case," Lima
admits that an engineering
adviser might handle as
many as 100 students per
semester.
Lima, however, says
that while unusual, it is not
impossible for a faculty
member to handle that
many students, largly
because "our school is
organized."
Richard
Whitlock,
associate dean of the
School of Applied Arts and
Sciences, agrees that
engineering and business
are more organized than
some schools, including
his.
Whitlock
notes
however, that engineering
and business have a large
number of core courses,
meaning that each major
in that school takes a
variety of courses that are
the same.
Encompassing departments and programs such
as journalism, health
science, nursing, and
human performance, it’s
almost a neccesity that
advising "is left up to the
department."
Arlene Okerlund, dean
of the School of Humanities
and Arts, also admits to
leaving advisement of
students largely up to the
departments in her school,
but disagrees with Lima
about the ability of an
adviser to handle 100
students.
impossible,"
"It’s
Okerlund said.

The AS Program Board is looking for
amateur SJSU comics and comediennes
to compete for a prize of $50.00 to be
awarded to the funniest amateur stand-up
who is also a SJSU student. Winner will be
decided by audience response. The competi
tion will take place at the 1st Annual SJSU
Stand -Up Comedy Show, Nov. 19. Fraternities,
Sororities, and Dorms are encouraged to present a champion to represent them. For more
details, call Bill Rolland at 277-2807.
Deadline to apply is Friday, Nov. 13. So
don’t wait!!

General Education adviser Dotty Dover counsels Occupational Therapy student Sally Fettgather.
Improved academic advising is being stressed by the Academic Senate as a measure to halt declining
enrollment At the urging of SJSU Academic Vice President Hobert Burns the Senate approved the
addition of an advisement/registration day at the end of each semester beginning fall semester 1982
to keep students up-to-date on current academic requirements.
stitutes good advisement
and how advisement could
be improved.
Loewer seemed to
advocate a system "where
people specialize in (advisement)."
Although he later
stressed he didn’t advocate
full-time departmental
advisers, Loewer stuck
with his statement that
faculty would not be able to
stay up-to-date on
requirements that are
almost
"changing
weekly."

As far as general
education is concerned,
there
are
already
specialists on campus who
are trained to deal with it.
The General Advisement Center, located at
the corner of San Fernando
and Fourth streets, was
established in 1974.
According to Mary
Moore, on-site director of
the facility, the center is a
"perfect starting point."
Because of changes in
G.E. requirements that
have been going into effect

since last year, Moore said
that more departments are
aware of the center and
sending over students.
The departments want
to "make sure (students)
are done with G.E." Moore
said.
According to her
statistics, 12,751 students
were advised at the center
last semester, or approximately half of all
students attending SJSU.
But even now it’s
unclear just how many
students are aware of the

advisement center.
Moore, who says the
advisement center is

Pitcher perfect
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Club forms local chapter
By Carol Peterson
Staff Writer
The
National
Association of Black Accountants has established a
new student chapter within
SJSU’s School Of Business.
According to Chapter
President
Johnella
"Johnnie" Shackelford,
she approached the
national organization with
the proposal to form an
SJSU chapter several
months ago.
The business senior
had commuted to meetings
at the nearest chapter at
State
Francisco
San
University during the past
year. This prompted her I. I
start the club here.

keep the same adviser for
their entire stay at SJSU;
- Establishing systematic training programs
for advisers;
- Providing references to allow an adviser to
provide
accurate
inabout
formation
requirements.
these
Some
of
suggested improvements
are seemingly impractical.
Loewer says that information
currently
published, such as the 198284 catalog for graduate
students, is already obsolete.
to
But according
Walter, the reason many of
the suggestions are not
already put into place is
that
advisement
procedures are "really
delegated to each school to
administer."
Most schools at SJSU
leave advising of major
the
and
students,
proceudres used, almost
entirely up to the individual
departments.
The Board of General
Studies, which oversees
advisement for the dean of
Undergraduate Studies,
can only make recommendations to the various
departments.
Even though Walter
says the survey showed
significant differences
among schools in the way
students regard the quality
of advisement offered, the
schools themselves did.
James Lima, associate
dean of engineering,
maintains that as far as his
school is concerned, there
is nothing wrong with the
advisement process.
Lima credits what he
considers a fine advisement record to two
factors: the high degree of

Shackelford joined the
national
organization,
headquartered
in
Washington D.C., when it
sponsored a membership
drive at SJSU a year ago.
The "main purpose"
for beginning the SJSU
chapter, Shackelford said,
was to encourage moral
support among black
students.
"I’ve been here for two
years as an accounting
major and at times I’ve
been very disillusioned and
I felt there should be a
support system here," she
said.

The group held its first
meeting Oct. 22 and officer
elections were held then.
Shackelford
was
elected president; Kenneth
Daniel, vice president.
Billy Ray Thomas was
voted in as treasurer and
Dwayne Thompson is
secretary.
The group currently
lists II members.
Membership fee is $10
annually. This amount
covers membership in both
the student chapter and the
national organization.
According to a printed
flyer distributed to

i’,1 1 ’,1 1 1 1 1

association members, the
organization promotes
growth
"professional
through professional affiliation."
"Through the national
chapter, they support
scholarships,
summer
internships, a job bank,
tutoring and a magazine,"
Shackelford said.

ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

The next meeting for
the SJSU student chapter is
set for sometime during the
week of Nov. 23. The
group’s offices are located
in Business Clasirrooms,
room 316.

11144111114111

1116114907WITTIMPAM""

LARGEST
selection
of

c iv;

"SMOKE
& SNUFF A
ITEMS"
in the
South Bay

READY TO PUSH YOUR LUCK?
TONIGHT,

FRIDAY the 13th of November

FRIDAY rtIOKS
Maybe you shrug off a Friday the 13th...perhaps you
scoff at the legends about the full moon...but when
both events coincide, are you still laughing? WELL?
8:00pm

10:15pm

Discount

10%
with coupon

Morris Dailey Aud.
BOTH movies for $1.75

expires Nov. 3

3617 UNION AVE. Sr) 377-1335

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS ’
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80 -member company dances, sings

Samoan troupe to dazzle campus

Pubacay photo
"Somoa Spectacular" will be performed at SJSU Sunday at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Highlights during the program include a fire knife dance, the warrior’s knife dance and slap dances

By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
Extravagent costumes, expressive dances and folk
songs are just a few features of Sunday’s "Samoa Spectacular."
The "Spectacular" will be performed by the 80member American Samoa Arts Council Choir at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Some highlights of the show include the warrior’s
knife dance in which 60 members twirl and toss razorsharp cane knives.
To sharpen their skills even more, 40 members will
perform in a massed fire-knife dance, a display rarely
seen outside of Samoa.
The entire company will also recreate the investiture
of a high chief with all the traditional pageantry, humor
and color, Investiture is when a person of authority is
installed in office through ceremony.
Mats, tapa cloths and Samoan artifacts, many from
the Museum of American Samoa, will be displayed during
the ceremony.
Traditional dances to be performed include the
"Sass," which represents the Samoan’s daily life; "slap
dances," where the members slap their bodies and the
ground with a display of rhythm and precision and a 1,000year-old warrior stick dance, the oldest dance known to
the Samoans.
The choir’s repertoire will feature songs that describe
Samoan lifestyles, early wars and the love of the Samoans
for nature.
The traditional finale of the Samoan entertainment
will be the emotional "Taualuga," I pronounced tah-oohah-loong-ah).
In the "Taualuga" the full company forms a circle
around a woman representing the village princess. She is
dressed in an ornate headdress made up of shells, feathers
and mirrors. It taks over an hour to prepare the princess
for the dance.
The choir has traveled extensively since 1972, making
four tours to the mainland United States.
Its home, American Samoa, is composed of seven
islands and is the only U.S. territory south of the equator.
It is located southwest of Hawaii and northeast of New
Zealand.
The show begins at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Student tickets costs $4.50 in advance,
general admission is $6.50. Both prices will be $1 more if
purchased at the door.
Tickets are on sale at BASS outlets, San Jose box
office, A.S. Business Office and at various locations in the
local Samoan-American community.

Late requisition forms plague group

Program board gets hand slapped
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
Members of the AS.
Program Board received a
slap on the hand at their
Monday meeting.
AS. Controller Angela
Osborne, AS. President
Tony Robinson and A.S.
Business Office Administrator Jean Lenart
appeared to complain to
the board about its lack of
procedure
following
correctly.
Osborne, speaking on
behalf of the AS. Board of
Directors, said members
were greatly concerned
about the many problems
they’ve had with the
program board.
Osborne’s purpose was
to help alleviate those
through
problems,
discussion, as program
board members listened
and asked questions.
The first concern was
requisitions. Osborne said
.:ziuisitions needed to be
submitted at least two days
in advance of a show.
According to Osborne,
the chairpersons have been
turning in requisitions for
funds the same day as the
event. She said the AS.
business office needs time
for processing and obtaining signatures and
unnecessary conflicts were
arising due to the program
board’s delays.
"They’re open 8:30 to
4:30 every day to help
you," Osborne said. "It’s a

real problem to get
requisitions the same day
as the show."
Osborne said since
chairpersons write up
proposals weeks in advance of events, listing the
financial information, time
and data, they should be
able to get the requisitions
in earlier instead of waiting
until the last minute.
suggested
Osborne
they consider long-range
planning and setting up
some sort of agenda to
remind them to submit
requisitions on time.
Osborne added they
should refer to books kept
on expenditures since
recently there was a $2,000
request for advertisements
with $2,700 being spent.
"If the money is not
there to spend you can’t
spend it," Osborne said.
Another concern was in
reference to a budget
stipulation that requires
the words "funded by the
Associated Students" to be
present on program board
press releases, publicity
and advertisements.
This stipulation was
incorporated since the AS.
Board of Directors is the
source of the program
board’s $77,000 budget.
Osborne said she has
seen advertisements that
either had the wording in
"microscopic type" or
contained no mention at

whether small
advertisements
the wording.

"teaser"
required

Robinson said, "in a
special case go to the board
Wednesday night and ask."
"All we want it to say is
’funded by the Associated
Students.’ There’s a degree
of flexibility,"Osborne
added.
A solution given by
Kevin Johnson, films
chairman, was to not pay
for advertisements unless
the wording was present.
Johnson said he has
already incorporated this
procedure on his line items.
Ted Gehrke, program
board adviser, suggested to
chairpersons they bring
more paper work to the
as
meetings, such
scheduling forms and
contract requests.
A.S. Controller Angela Osborne
all.
"It’s grounds for
refusing funds," Osborne
said. "I’d like to see some
action taken in this
direction."
Osborne told the
program board that the
board of directors was
"disgusted. . . they don’t
want to have to check
everything."

lie with media people who
often forget to add the
wording to advertisements
or else have a difficult time
pasting it in.
Osborne said she didn’t
want to blame the chairpersons for something that
is out of their control but
added, "don’t pass total
responsibility on the
media."

There was also some
Some chairpersons
mentioned some problems concern on both sides as to

Photo hv Marc Ashtop
Pam Moore (near) and Anne Biswanger study paintings on display in
the Art Building Galleries. The art will he auctioned off Sunday from
1:30 to 5 p.m. in the Student Union. The display will last through
tomorrow from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.rn

Auction to feature
donated art pieces
at pauper’s prices
Pieces of art will be available at
pauper’s prices Sunday at the second
annual Art Faculty and Alumni Auction
sponsored by the SJSU Art Department.

chapters in the front of the
old catalog, such as the
listing of the officers of
admission and instruction,
admission policies, fees
and expense and academic
regulations, will be moved
to the back of the book.
The new catalog will
feature a "warmer and
more human aspect of
university life" in the first
pages, :firm said.
"The front section will
be full of pictures about
student life," she said.
The first section will be
printed on a heavier-grade
paper and will contain
about 60 pictures. The class
listing will be on quality
newsprint, according to
Beverly Waller, administrative aid.
new
Printing the
catalog will cost approximately 882,000 for
40,000 copies, Rinn said.
Not all 40,000 copies
will be sold to students.
Many will go to high school

and community college
counselors, Rinn said.
"We are totally selfsupporting," Rinn said.
"The money we take in by
selling them is used to pay
for printing."
The idea of changing
the catalog format began

with "the new regime, my
boss,
( Dean
Brett
Melendy and me," Waller
said. "New people in the
department usually say
’Let’s not do it the same
way.’ There is also a trend
to moving from the other
size."

I at the

GOLD 110311
ADMISSION ONLY $5.00 WITH COUPON

610 Coleman Ave. San Jose
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TOGO’s has 27 special combination
sandwiches! A few meats & cheeses
include: Turkey. Ham. Hot Roast
Beef. Bologna, Genoa. Linguica
Salami. Capicolla, Mortadella,
Cotto Salami. Hot Pastrami.
Provolone. Hot Italian Sausage.
Parmesan. Beef in Bar-B-Q-Saut
Just remember . . . our super efficient
sandwich makers don’t dilly daily
around with your time

TOGO’S
EATERY
6th & William 297-1132
Mon Sat 1030-1(100 & Sun 11:00-10:00
(A few blocks south of the campus)

.74
"A LIVELY EVENING OF PLEASURE:.
"JOYOUS AND FESTIVE’
AMERICAN
SAMOA
ARTS COUNCIL

Community colleges
and many University of
California campuses have
already switched, Waller
said.

STARRING JOANNE BRAKEEN

The pieces will be on display today
until 5 p.m. and tomorrow from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the Art Building, Galleries
1,2 and 4.
Sunday’s auction will last through 5
P.m.

START YOUR TAILGATE PARTY AT TOGO’S
SJSU vs. PACIFIC
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14th
Pick up your 5 ft. sandwiches...
24 hrs. in advance would be appreciated
If you can’t make it Saturday...
We’re also open Monday thrii Sunday.
GOOD LUCK SPARTANS!

Osborne added "it
seems lately everything
from the program board is
rushed. Even though
you’re the largest account,
you’re not the only account."

MONDAY NIGHT
JAZZ
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Works to be acutioned will include
ceramics, glass, painting, original
graphics, photography and sculpture.

Pieces are expected to sell for an
average of $75, with prices ranging

Lenart stressed "we’re
not here to chew anyone out
but help you avoid being
chewed out by the board of
directors."

The new edition will be
available late in the spring
semester.
II

Funds from the auction will go to
benefit the Art Department, especially
student aid and special programs.

All of the pieces were donated to the
department. Fred Spratt, chairman of
the Art Department, said the art should
seel below regular prices.

Copies will be available late spring

By Jayne Ash
Staff Writer
The 1 9 8 2-8 4 undergraduate catalog will
take on a new image and
shape, making it bigger
and easier to read, said
Fauneil Rinn, associate
dean of undergraduate
studies.
The size of the book
will be increased from 6
inches by 9 inches to 8 1/2
inches by 11 inches, with
double columns of type
instead of a single column
format.
apcatalog
The
pearance and style has not
years,
in
40
been changed
according to Rinn.
Contents also will be
shifted among various
parts of the catalog. The
calendar and listings, of
the California State
University and Colleges
system Board of Trustees
will remain in the front
section.
other
However,

th
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from $15 to $400. The art department
expects to earn about $9,000 from the
auction.

The auction will begin at 1:30 p.m.
in the Student Union. Works auctioned
will include over 200 pieces of art by
Bay Area artists and SJSU faculty
members.

He also encouraged
chairpersons to fill out
requisition forms immediately after meetings
to prevent delays.

Course catalog takes on new look

TI

EXCITIN(3
DANCES
BRILUANT
COSTUMES

811MOR
gpectacular

80 SINGERS
and DANCERS
from PAGO PAGO

in a SAMOAN CELEBRATION
ON STAGE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15 at 8:00 p.m.
MORRIS DAILY AUDITORIUM
Advanced: STUDENTS $4.50, GENERAL $6.50
one dollar more at door
TICKETS: A.S.B.O., BASS., SI BOX OFFICE, AT DOOR
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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The glass walls of the sun room enclose the south side of
Schiavo’s solar him (above). Sun shines into the room, and is

Hat

reflected to the walls of black cans (top right). Schiavo
closes a panel to keep the heat (right).

sLecturer receives awards

Solar home cuts fuel costs
By Jayne Ash
Staff Writer
As winter approaches,
the thought of rising PG&E
costs may trouble some
homeowners but not Environmental Studies lecturer Frank Schiavo.
Three years ago
Schiavo purchased a tract
house in south San Jose.
Now his solar home,
complete with sun room
and heat collectors, has
made the pages of Sunset
magazine and numerous
newspapers.
Schiavo has reaped
awards for his house, his
latest being "Orchids for
Energy" presented by the
American Institute of
Architects.
His home is the best
example of energy conservation and solar heating
for a "retrofit," or
reconstructed home for
this year, according to the
institute.
Schiavo redesigned his
home to "passive" solar
design, meaning there are
no pumps or machinery
involved in the heating
process.
A sun room runs the
length of the house along

the south side. The outer
walls are made from
windows, the floor of
bricks.
Light
from the afternoon sun,
which is low in the southern
sky during the fall and
winter, shines directly into
the room.
It is reflected from the
aluminum-covered hinged
walls which separate the
sunroom from the rest of
the house. During the days
the walls are let down so
they rest on the floor where
the light can hit them.
The light is then
reflected to stacks of black
metal cans, filled with
water and stored in the
wall. The sunlight is absorbed by the black paint
on the cans. This in turn
heats the water.
During the latter part
of the afternoon, the walls
are closed so the heat
trapped in the cans circulates into the rooms of
the house.
All of the main living
rooms of the house are
located on the south side,
the side where the 78 cans
are stored.
There are cans in the

I hi’, td

walls of the living room, an
office area and the
bedroom, and hold a total
of 3,200 pounds of water.
This type of heating is
called thermal storage,
Schiavo said.
"This house is unique
because I’ve cut the walls
away. Most thermally.
heated homes store the
cans on the outside of the
walls, but that way the heat
has to move through the
walls," Schiavo said.
Outside air temperature makes little
difference to the constant
78 degrees in the house,
Schiavo said.
Even if it is foggy or
overcast the air temperature in the house
remains constant. Schiavo
attributes this to the outside wall insulation and
one-foot-deep insulation in
the attic, Schiavo said.

need more heat, he lights a
fire in his fireplace.
The only gas he uses is
for the stove.
Electricity and gas
costs Schiavo about $8.50
per month every season.
His neighbors with the
same style of tract home
pay utility bills which
range from $45 to $100 a
month.
Schiavo estimates the
cost of building the
sunroom at $3,800, plus
another $2,500 to $3,000 to
cut the walls away. The
cans cost just about $1,000,
he said.
This may seem like
quite an investment but
Schiavo also gets a 55
percent state income tax
credit for the construction
costs.

"I use all of my water
from the solar tank. If I run
out, I wait until the next
day," he explained.
When winter does hit
San Jose full force, any
visitor to Schiavo’s house
will no doubt find him
lounging in the 78-degree
warmth and paying only
88.50 per month for it.
That’s enough to make
us gas users envious.

Sciavo has a back-up
Schiavo also heats all
system, a gas heater which
was in the house when he ’of his water by the solar
bought it. The pilot light method.
has not been lit during the
Panels on the roof
past three years, he said.
direct light which heats the
does
ever
Schiavo
If
water. It is then stored and

fundlcd b, thr %,cialcd

1. Join a Committee

-Student Union Board of Governors
-Personnel Selection Committee
-Data Processing
-Student Grievance Committee
-Student Evaluation Review board
-Election Board
2. Gain Valuable Experience
3. Be a Student Representative
4. Add to:, our Resume
PROMOTE

The hot water heater,
purchased with the house,
can be hooked up to the
solar system to raise the
temperature higher, but
Schiavo said he does not
use it.

The tax credit saves
Just about half the construction price, Schiavo
said.

Four Easy Steps
Towards Success

1

recirculated as the water
cools down.
The 82 gallons of water
is kept at a constant 140
degrees.

YOUR pATh

TO SUCCESS

DRop by OUR OffiCE ON ThE 3Rd flOOR
of ThE STudENT UNioN OR CAI 277-3201

iated
Rude

"5 days a week I’m ail itloUflt executive.
Then I bust loose Wit h my team & Cuervo."

Friday November 13 1 9 8 1

AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
CARE
,
1Selling Your Car?

Spectacular
Savings Through
November on Stereos,
Auto Sound Systems,
TV’s, GE Appliances,
Tires, & Service

Mtn. View:

901 E El Camino

965-8062
San Jose:

alter /Oa

I

950 So Bascom

294-4882

Change Transmission Oil
Change Filter If Applicable
Check Band Adjustments
Check All Linkage
Check Modulator Valve
Road Test

$42 4-cyl $47 6-cyl $49 8-cyl
Electronic Ignition Systems.
Front End Alignment $21 or $41
Lube & Oil Change $8
Transmission Service $35
Brake Service $88

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CENTER

Addl. parts & Service
extra, if needed

JUST SAY ’CHARGE IT’

ai, /5 oog ’/0/I)

459 Auzerias, San Jose 297-7511

C=WIZMU..any ot Mass
_ s fp 505
0*n
C,Nlit Plan hatSte,Gard
ertcar
0
Card
Cans Slancn
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rFULL VW SERVICE SHOP
St 18,
I

Fonogn Cry

Fro. maws.. (donates
Quality Body I Patnowork

95,111111

ALMADEN MAZDA

Only $31.95

Reg. $69.95

12 months Tune-up

Open 8-6. Sat. 8-5
-190 S 1st. 998 1404.
Mack MacMcrim Mgr

0 I

MOST U.S. & Foreign + Tax

Professionol
For
Auto Service

Display or List at

(

$1
-

STORES
SERVICE
Your Neodqu.ers

IT’S GUARANTEED!

net
ea s

.0

60010ftEAR

Can you afford not to
use our service?
. . .

TRANSMISSION
SPECIAL

,

Frio. Simko

Specializing in Remanufactured Engines:

Santa Clara County’s
newest and most
modern MAZDA SALES,
PARTS, and SERVICE
center.
A member of the Lucas
Dealership Group.

STAPTINI.
AT

$395

FINNISH

EXCHANGE

InslallationsIarlon,,,S125
ALL ENCINESCUARANMED It motoh.,.

r

auto body & paint, inc.

2 11,1de..

Heikki J. Vihavainen

VW BUG
Tune-up Special Lab,,,

$30
plus parts

Reg $45 SAVE $15

ALMADEN MAZDA

$95

Brake Special

920W. Capital Exp.
San Jose
723-8800

%1

1)02 Lafayette St.. Santa Clara, CA 95054 727.48(0-

Install shoe, turn strums bleed and fill fluid.
rrpark front wheel bearings, road tr.. complete.

Clutch Special Labor

A
$56

plus parts

-"-10% SJSU’""

VALVE JOB

DISCOUNT

VW RABBIT

ACE
COOLING

$56

Tune-up Special Labor

Ring & Valve Jobs
730 The Alameda
San Jose

plus parts

Erg. $7o SAVE $21)

RADIATOR SERVICE
ALII0

$215

San Carlos
294-4141

Williams Bros. 4 Cyl. Repair

573 W..., illhan. San Jose 998-5214

1951m me

LOINS MEI

WWI 1.=1.

1=1 11
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Get More

Punch
from Your Car Radio

Steel Belted
Performance
for Small Cars

1r I
233 COMMERCIAL STREET

4 1,).V.V3

LED metering system monitors relative power levels
LED power indicator light.
Each of 5 audio level slide controls adjusts amplifier
response at each frequency by 12 db.

PLUS $1.53
F.I.T.

Steel belted radial construction
for improved handling
Aggressive rood -gripping
tread for traction and
performance

REGULARLY $137.00 SALE PRICE $79.95
Limited Quantity at this price
Installation available

ra.ricia.zzo auto radio
SAN JOSE. CA 95112

Ont.

AS LOW AS

Boosts radio output to 24 watts RMS
112 watts per channel)

1

0
SALE
ENDS
DEC. 1

GT-200

Randazzo Announces the Delco Graphic
Equalizer Booster Sale

_
[-t_

LOCAL 408-293-1920

6.4.6

Heavy duty Rayon carcass for
a smooth, comfortable ride

CBLACKBURN’S wok

,
BFGoodrich GT-200
F. E.T.
Our Price
Size
$45.00
1 .69
165 SR -13
$48.00
1 .80
165 SR-14
$49.00
175 SR-14
2.00
$53.00
2.12
185 SR-14
$47.00
1.71
155 SR-15
$49.00
1.91
165 SR-15

AL, ’.1,A511111MINEA,
NEW BELTED T/A

superdiscounter

60 & 70 Series - Bias Belted - Raised
White Letters - Polyester Cord Body
Fiberglass Belts

$2495
71 PONTIAC FIREBIRD

RAISED WHITE LETTERS
Excise

STUDENT
SPECIAL!
72 CHEV MALIBU-V8

$2650

/SI 1400

BIFGoodrich

353 W.

.

S

plus parts

EXPERTS

L..... =SAME OWNER SINCE

0.41

LAWRENCE TIRE SERVICE

$215

Valve Job

292-4755

oaK TRee 49–\u-uac_,
mama

AfilWaa

BELTED T /A
White

NO CREDIT NECESSARY
WILL EXTEND TO $1,500.00
WITH CORRECT DOWN
PAYMENT

1334 S. FIRST STREET
226-6121
l%..

41.

=

$50.00 REBATE
I 74 MUSTANG GHIA 11-4

Letter styling in 60
and 70 series polyester/glass belted bias construction Aqurpsyve
tread design for outstanding traction in 011 sandi
tior

MENTION YOU SAW AD IN
SPARTAN DAILY WHEN YOU
BUY YOUR CAR FROM US
AND GET A

$50.00 REBATE
.0

S i zit
P245/60814
P235/601315
P215/70814
P225/70814
P235/70814

P225/76815
P235/70815

Tax

$2.70c
2.73c
2.42c
2.54c
2.63c
2.69c
2.85c

SALE
PRICE
$55.00
$56.00
$48.00
$49.00
$52.00
$51.00
$58.00

Also Specializing In
El BRAKES DSHOCKS LII ALIGNMENT
LAWRENCE TIRE SERVICE

THREE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:

345 CASTRO ST., MTN. VIEW
2011 EL CAMINO, PALO ALTO
889 EL CAMINO, SANTA CLARA

967-3725
322-2137
241-1328

I
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BMW Specialists

C&Line

Body Shop,

TV-STEREO
CB & MARINE TRANCEIVERS
MICROWAVE OVENS
SECURITY SYSTEMS

Inc

INSTALLATIONS - SERVICE SALES

1 3 1 So. Third Strei
San Jose, CA 9 5 1 1

(at Capitol)
San Jose, CA 95136

- 3403 Stevens Creek Blvd., 243-3120’
’Son Jose - 867 Blossom Hill Rd., 578-5700’
Cupertino - 101335. DeAnza Blvd., 996-1212
Los Gatos - 15736 los Gatos Blvd., 358-1 ?P2
Sunnyvale - 592 Mary Ave., 738-2882
Polo Alto - 3929 El Camino Real, 493-5115
San Rafael - 999 Francisco Blvd., 457-3515
Mill Valley - 653 E. Blithedale Ave., 383-6166

WSW

Reg. $73.60
Flush Radiator and Block
Pressure Check System
Check Pressure Cap
Check Recovery System
Check Thermostat
Check Fan Belts
Check all Hoses
Install Gallon Anti-Freeze

Weekdays 8:30 till 6:00 Saturdays 9:00 till 4:30
’Open Sunday 10:00 till 4:00

Come in for your
Student Discount Card
Receive 15% off
most items

Call 371

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
459 Auzerias, San Jose 297-7511

I

SOUTH SAN JOSE’S
COMPLETE FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR

FREE!

OIL CHANGE
WITH OUR 7.9:TUNE UP
SPECIAL! "4"1".

–

riiK6-228(ii361

MOST 6 CYLINDER 536.95 MOST 8 CYLINDER 539.95

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
San Jose

Buy 3 at regular price, get
one FREE. (Alr shocks and
load levelers excluded)

SERVICE FOREIGN CAR INC.

I umpre4sq u.’.
Set Proper I.,‘,11’1
hOwell

ADRIAN KLEIN AUTO PARTS

LOC. IN THE CAPITOL/PEARL AUTO CENTER - UNIT E

297-7511

AD

MONROE Shock Absorbers,
with lifetime guarantee.

-7

0

MOST 4 CYLINDER
IMPORT OR DOMESTIC

459 Auzerais,

SHOCK ABSORBER WITH
THROUGH DEC. 31

’911 -

95 =a/1k

$

FREE

"From A Minor Rattle To
A Major Engine Overhaul"

4.
-

GUARANTEED for 6 months or 6.000 miles
whichever comes first

Pilaus
lyre Deleting,

Only $24.95
u.s.& Foreign + Tax

Most

TiTOPTUAT771771.

Cmriputt.V
South of Pruncvard
2165 S. Bascom Ave.
IppCAMPHUI 1
miuminumi

N114,1 S17,11411110

RADIATOR
SERVICE

SAN JOSE - 193 S. FIRST ST., 998-5060

EXPERT ADVICE FOR THE DO-1T-YOURSFLFER

Paint

(408) 265-9522
(408) 265-9523

JIM ARMETTA
PETE CAVOLT

’Sari Jose

Color Rite specializes in Body
Paint finishes and repair supplies
to help you get your car looking
Body Beautiful.
Vinyl top coatings, acrylic
lacquers, Imron enamels & specialt.
finishes for all makes of cars,
trucks, vans & motorcycles.

Realer: Gas Tones
Water Pumps
631 E Redding, Si
Call 297-2906
10% Ramat stift

3500 Pearl Ave., Bldg. ’A’

Personalized Service

NO BODY WANTS TO LOOK OLD

Alfa
Ilaillster Sinks

(AUTO & RESIDENTIAL GLASS)

And Accessories
For All
Japanese
& European
Imported Vehicles

One block North of SJSU, on Fourth Street
Park Free while we service your car

&1st Rat

CAPITOL GLASS WORKS

- PARTS

295-3964

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES: Waiter Andisejewski,
Debbi Hrrath, Christy Howe. Walt Jackson.
Larry Johnson. Kari Kelley. Lee Mills,
Aloe Phillips. James Rey. Connie Willman
and Margie Yemoto

Cali
Jose Chaparro
286-0540

ECONOMY
ElIMPORTS

hevron
vok(\is e r
fios%

ART DIRECTOR: Karen Jang

Lifetime air filters
Carburator cleaner
Fuel additive

Synthetic motor oil
Gear lube
Synthetic 2 cycle oil

SAN JOSE

FREMONT

ADVERTISING MANAGER: Marc Calvaniro

ou

926 E FREMONT AT WOLFE
SUNNYVALE. CAL 94087
PH 739-2605
0

Domes t ,

SECTION MANAGERS: Walter Andrzejewski,
Julia Conlon and Walt Jackson

the authority on synthetic automobile lubricants
can save you time and money. Discover the
many ways that AMS/011 products can help

McALISTERS ELECTRONICS, INC.

2794500

otergn

AMS/OIL

431S. 1st St., or 428 S. Market
San Jose
294-9442

3500 PEARL AVE. (At Capitol Expressway) SAN ICSE

Ammtmmammemmimumamem

Bug Problems?

DARE TO COMPARE

C and M

Campus Insurance challenges you to compare
automobile Insurance companies and find out
Why qualifying applicants can save up to 30%

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
(GOOD ALL SEMESTER)
1. Tune up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
4. Set timing
5. Adjust carburetor
6. Change oil

7. 3 quarts of oil
8. Lubrication
9. Adjust brakes
10 ...Brake fluid
11. ,,Transmission fluid -add
12 ’,Battery fluid -add

ONLY $25
Plus parts if

needed

Spartan Mobil
11th

and San Carlos

= 294-1562 40

COVERAGE

COMPETITORS

* CAMPUS INS.

Bodily Iniury
15/30/10
Uninsured Motorist
15/30
Collision
$200 deductible
Comprehensive
S100 deductible
Medical, $2,000

* FARMERS INS
$662.60
SAVE $159.60
* STATE FARM
$590.68
SAVE $87.68
* ALL STATE
$800.00
SAVE $297.00

$503.00
SAVE MORE
THAN 30c

CAMPUS INSURANCE
CALL 296-527

MICKEY 114:/MESON TIRES
REPAIR A MUfflER SHOP

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINE SHOP AND
ENGINE BALANCING

,.

1\rk:

N THOU NH
Tll
AT 9 111 41

PERFORMANCE SlOCK 8 RACING ENGINES
WE INSTALL HEADERS & (tISIOM EXHAUSI SYSIEMS
AN JOS 3
294-34
1950W. SAN CARLO

DRUM or DISC
brake linings all 4 wnasis or fro,

inetall
LI.. Ws
rear linings only Inspect
,mtple’e brake system Remove clean A
repack front wheel bearing. Add Nod
admit brake. Trucks & Wee Icemen cars
slightly hogyer Please tee 10, aeakran,

went

Offer i’sir Dec 31, 1981

We
c
.cept

CARBURCIORS 81061110N SYMMS

04,10(-!f.!-

1654 Almaden Road
San Jose, 947-1147

BRAKE RELINE
$85.95

AL LINES OF PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT
AND AUTO PARTS AT IOW WHOLESALE PRICESS LARGE INVENTORY
--

NEW LOCATION
4234 Monterey Road
San Jose, 578-0500
Open until 9 p.m.

4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 165, San Jose

’NATIONAL SPEED CEN
INCREASE GAS MILEAGE & POWER
UP 10 SO’, WIIE1 HEADERS

Free oil and filter change with
any major tune-up.
15% discount on parts and labor
on any major repairs over $200.00.
We would like to announce the opening
of our new location on Monterey Road.
Call either location for an appointment.

Rates are for comparative purposes only and are based on coverage costs for a 22 yr
old male living in zip code area 95112, driving 5 miles a day in a 1977 Datum 810 4 door
sedan with no citations or accidents in the lost three years driving. ALL RATES ARE
IA NNUAL PREMIUMS Full time College Students

ar 0721..,, ea ler Iteremn C.k.eg
MAW. isperebeckgeed Temp

same great location tor over 12 years
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Auto service
Foreign and Domestic
CAR CARE SPECIALS

ii,11,1VC

11

II
II
UI
II

SAVE $6
LURE OIL FILTER
Save $6 on chaSsiS lupe.
Quaker State 2040.
oil and filter.

only vote

$12.95
REG
51995
Offer esp. Dec 31, 1981

Me COLIC/On

II
UI
II
II
II

SAVE $7
FRONT END
ALIGNMENT

REG
$15.95
Please call
for appointment

Most cars.

Offer esp. Der 31. 1981

Al MAIM N TIRE 808 Capitol Expwy. at Pearl call 266-4090

(11
PRICE’S UPHOLSTERY
Trucks and Boats
All makes of Autos.

Auto Seat Coven and Carpets Custom Made Boat Covers and

II pholstery

Pickup Truck Seat Covers Pickup Tarps
Work

hem=
3500 PEARL AVE., SAN JOSE 267-9980
Mon. -Fri.

::111AM to 5PM

111:s :5))

General Upholstery

Sat. 9AM to IPM

FRANK E. PRICE
CAROLE PRICE
OWNERS
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Vet certification now s
shuffling paperwork
in cramped quarters
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
The office of veteran certification,
originally located in Building 0, has
moved into a closet-like room in the
Records Office.
Ann Dutton, veteran certification
clerk, said the move makes it convenient
for veterans since they can now go directly
to the office where their records are
located.
The office "certifies veterans for
education benefits," according to Dutton.
Veteran certification, a function of the
Records Office for a year now, previously
was completed by Veteran’s Affairs.

veterans will soon be losing their entitlements, which depends upon the time
they were discharged from the service.
Certification for Vietnam veterans
ends in 1989 although President Reagan
has proposed a two-year extension, according to Dutton. The details of Reagan’s
extension are still nebulous.
Dutton said she also certifies veterans’
dependents, most of whom are women.
Dutton said many women veterans
have also been certified. Though unable to
estimate just how many, she said "there
were more than I expected."
Dutton has also recently mailed out
postcards notifying veterans, who are only

Many Vietnam veterans will soon be
losing their entitlements -- Dutton

D.,,,1-1,rt

SJSU English instructor Lois Rew is the author of the newly
published children’s book "God’s Green Liniment." Rew
based the story on the childhood of her polio-striken mother

and the struggle of her Swedish immigrant family to cope
with the afflication. The book set in the 1900s is now
available at Spartan Bookstore.

Main character modeled after mother

Instructor writes children’s book
By Kathy Chin
about the pioneering era of emigrated from Sweden,
Staff Writer
the 1870s, "but once we’re and her book not only inThe project began as a beyond
that,
there’s troduces young readers to
family manuscript, a log of nothing."
farm life but Swedish
a 78-year-old woman’s
The author began her customs as well. She even
childhood work in 1975, researching has included a recipe for
Illinois
memories.
the details involved in Swedish pancakes.
in- farming, the causes and
SJSU English
In order to accurately
Rew
has
Lois
structor
effects of polio and the record the farm life infictionalized her mother’s history of Rockford, Ill.
cidents, Rew frequently
treasured remembrances
Rew’s grandparents consulted her mother for
into her first children’s
book entitled "God’s Green
Liniment."
"All my life my mother
told me these wonderful
stories," Rew said, "ana I
realized my children would
never know the stories
unless it was in some sort
of book form."
Green
"God’s
PriONE
637No l3,, 5I 400 95.454423
Oa,. JOSE
C 41,11
Liniment" focuses on the
life of a six-year-old, poliostricken girl named Alice,
the
modelled
Rew
character after her
TP 44SOAISSION
mother. Because the story
setting is Rockford, Ill. in
MEESPEN,As SPEC’, IS’S
1910, the doctors had no
Pv S
RACE
S40C14
cure for the disease, and
Alice is told she will never
VISPOSNI,V CE44TEN
u1,40N,E0
be able to walk again.
The book reveals how
this Swedish farming
family copes with Alice’s
SC COPY
illness and how she
struggles on her own to
fight her affliction.
The story also focuses
on life during the early
1900s.
DOC
"This is an important
time span just not covered
Bernie Bielenberg
in children’s literature,"
OWNER
Rew said.
Rew said the majority
of books for children are
3480 KB Pearl Ave . San Jose, CA 95123 (408) 266-94L

&Aka

"I really picked her
brains," she said.
Rew said that "God’s
Green Liniment" deals
with Christian themes in a
similar fashion as the
Laura Ingall’s "Little
House on the Prairie,"

series. The author said she
hopes her book will be the
first of a series of four
published works.
The 204-page paperback, which came out two
weeks ago, is available at
the Spartan and Robert’s
bookstores for $5.95.

The office is not to be confused with
other veteran services available at the
Student Services Office, Administration
Building, room 242.
In order to certify veterans, the of fic
assembles the veteran’s paperwork,
sending it to the regional office in San
Francisco. The regional office mails a
check to the veteran which should arrive in
six to eight weeks of applying.
The monetary amount a veteran
receives depends on the number of units
taken and whether or not the veteran has
dependents.
A veteran who is a full-time student
taking 12 or more units receives $342 per
month. A "three-quarter" student, taking
nine to 12 units, receives $257 per month
while a "half-time" student, taking six to
nine units, receives $171 per month.
Dutton said approximately 1,000
veterans are certified at SJSU although
she estimates there are many more
veterans on campus.
According to Dutton, many Vietnam

certified for one semester, to renew their
certification.
Most veterans, according to Dutton,
are certified for two semesters but certification rules require veterans taking
two degrees to re-certify every semester.
Dutton said majors selected by
veterans are "pretty typical of the school
as a whole" with business and engineering
the most popular.
Any veteran on campus who needs to
receive certification is encouraged by
Dutton to visit the veteran certification
office, in Library North at Fourth and San
Fernando streets.
The office is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. The telephone number is 277-2607.
Dutton said the combination of moving
and waiting for the telephone number from
Building 0 to be hooked up probably
confused many veterans.
"Right now our job is letting them
know we’re here," Dutton said. "It’s been
a hard time for the veterans."
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1Chinese acrobats defy gravity

Above, an acrobatic duo grasp the true essence of strength,
grace and beauty in many feats demonstrated throughout
their performance. At the lower right, the woman performs a
Split while balancing on the palms of her partner’s hands.
Acrobatic gymnastics is one of the world’s fastest growing
sports. Besides being a sport, is also poetry in motion. At the

Photo by 1124; Bel-1)41(10

lower left, this mixed pair effortlessly display skill, at moves
most people would find impossible anywhere. This move
combines the balance of a tightrope walker, the flexibility of
a ballet dancer and the concentration of a chess grand
master.

A female acrobat balances perilously on the hand of her partner. The group
was the guest of the SJSU gymnastics team. Many of the troupe’s exercises
were the static balancing -moves like those shown by the men’s pairs. Their
most spectacular feat involved the top man doing a single handstand on the
head of the man on the mat -- parallel to the mat -- who is balancing with his
hands.

bused on the philosophy of
R. Buckminster Fuller
THERE IS ENOUGH
FOR EVERYONE

Photo hy Bob Bernardi,

Photo by Bob Bernardo

a workshop Nov. 2Ist 10-6:00 with
Brandon Poso and Marilyn Aiteberry
co-creators of the Sage Experience.
Bucky’s ideas made light. easy and
experiential. 475 homer Palo Alto
530.00 Mr 2 (more or less! For
reservations call 14081738-4899

Gymnasts bring friendship and grace
By David Flemate
Staff Writer
The team came with
the intention of making
friends and displaying
their prowess at sports
acrobatics.
Without a doubt they
accomplished these feats
and more as the crowd
roared its approval and
admiration for the gravity
defying balancing acts.
Like poetry in motion,
the People’s Republic of
China Sports Acrobatics
Team gave the audience
perawe-inspiring
formances of dance and
gymnastics.
As part of their first
USA Friendship Exhibition
Tour, in which the Chinese
sports acrobatic team is
stopping off at various
locations throughout the
Southwest, they kicked off
their tour here in San Jose
at the Independence High
School Fieldhouse Tuesday
night.
The 15-member team
made up of two tumblers,
women’s pair, men’s pair,
mixed pair, women’s trio
and men’s four, are all of
championship caliber in
competition, both within
their country and internationally.
various
Although
forms of sports acrobatics
have existed within China
for many years, it wasn’t
until 1956 that it developed
into a modern competitive
event.
1964
sports
In

acrobatics came within the
jurisdiction of the Chinese
Gymnastics Association,
which in 1979 became a
member of the InSports
ternational
Acrobatics Federation.
Now that they are
regularly in internationl
competition they have been
noted for their dazzling
performances which in this
year’s 3rd World Cup of
Sports Acrobatics held in
Switzerland,
Widnau,
earned them four Gold,
seven Silver and eight
Bronze Medals.
In competition, the
various floor exercises are
judged on difficulty,
composition, execution and
impression. The final score
is arrived at by deducting
points for all mistakes that
the competitor makes or if
they deviate from Itie
requirements of corn position and difficulty.
Most of the exercises
were performed to music,
while the men’s four
balance exercise was not,
as they carefully built a
human pyramid involving
all four members, and held
that position for at least
four seconds, the required
minimum.
Even though their
performance here was for
only an exhibition, the
team was well received
and seemed to be putting
out an extra effort for the
audience.
the
inDuring
termission many of the

fans sought the autographs
of the team members who
all patiently obliged them,
signing their names in
Chinese ideographs next to
the romanized versions in
the souvineer programs.
Obvious language
barriers existed, but the
team members had no

problem understanding the
smiles on the faces of
people who thoroughly
enjoyed the exhibition.
One of the highlights of
the exhibition was the
men’s four which balanced
three men on top of one,
with the top man doing a
breathtaking single hand

stand on the head of the
third man in the human
totem pole.
The finale of the entire
show was a gesture of
friendship in which all the
team members gathered
the flowers brought in their
honor, and gave them to
their newly made fans

Start Your Day
The Good Earth Way
$1.99 Breakfast Specials
7 am -11 am
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

French toast
two pancakes. one egg
two eggs. potatoes, toast
one egg, one sausage. potatoes, toast
Iwo scrambled eggs with cream
cheese & baco bits. toast

GOOD AT All. SOUTH BAY GOOD EARTH RESTAURANTS

111/2/0/1/1ANT11111. /4114112Y

Lox Galen
’Oh N 0,1,1,1 tit
408 395.6868

Palo Alto
iiiHvers.ty Ate
51321-9049

Santa Clara
2705 The Alameda
(near 8.11om
(4081 984.0960

Cupertino
20813 Stevens Creek
Blvd (near Stelling)
(408( 252-3555

San Jose’ State University’s First Annual

STAND-UP
COMEDY SHOW!
Morris Dailey Auditorium
8:00pniTliur. Nov.19,1981
with: A.Whitney Brown Barry Sobel
Jo Ann Dearing Dr, Ounzu
AIM WM.’ WWI/ surprises!

Ithnnce ix Mots am 4,44,44r 41 liAso, for D2 111 41 00 Al I hr
(
277 2907 Ito or., $.11.,
1,00d5.4 5,, thr A satrit ,o.Iroh4
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sports
Spartans go for crowning victory tomorrow

By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
If the Spartans could have beaten ninth-ranked
Arizona State last week, it would have been a 24-carat
victory for them, one which would have shined forever in
the school’s annals.
Although they sparkled during most of the game, the
Spartans failed in their bid for indelible iridescence,
losing 31-24 to the highly-touted Sun Devils.
But there are still jewels for SJSU to plunder this
season.
The Spartans can capture the PCAA crown with a
victory over the University of the Pacific Saturday night
at Spartan Stadium.
SJSU, 6-2 overall on the year, is currently setting the
pace in the conference with a 3-0 record. Having completed the PCAA slate with a 4-1 mark, Utah State is the
only team besides the Spartans who can win the conference championship.
And the only way the Aggies can win is if the Spartans
drop their last two league games. If the two teams should
wind up in a tie, SJSU would win the championship by
virture of its 27-24 victory over Utah State earlier this
season.
So, if the Spartins are victorious tomorrow night or
next week at Long Beach State, the championship and the
accompanying automatic berth in the first California
Bowl will be their’s.
Jerome Bearden (No. 36) assists an unidenBut beating Pacific tomorrow in a 7:30 p.m. game
tified Spartan in the pummelling of Stanford
may not be as easy as it once appeared it was going to be.
quarterback John Elway as Ken Woodburn (No
After suffering through the throes of a four-game
losing streak which saw their opponents outscore them by
a cumulative total of 116-31, the Tigers have come roaring
If the Tigers are to upset SJSU, they will probably
back to win three of their last four games to boost their need a stalwart defensive performance similar to the one
overall record to 4-5.
the team turned in last week against South Carolina.
Not only are the Tigers on a hot streak, but they have
While limiting South Carolina to just 12 rushing yards,
traditionally given the Spartans an inordinate amount of Pacific’s defense also blocked two punts and grabbed two
trouble. SJSU has beaten Pacific in each of the past three
years, but only by an aggregate total of eight points. All
three contests were decided in the final seconds.
Included in Pacific’s recent resurgence was a
shocking 23-21 upset over the University of South Carolina
last week. Head coach Bob Toledo called the victory "the
biggest in Pacific history."
But Toledo, who was born and raised in San Jose,
realizes his team may face an even tougher challenge this
week against the Spartans.
"I’ve spent about 25 years watching San Jose State,"
Toledo said, "and, in my opinion, this is the best team the
Spartans have ever had. They have the best skill people on
the West Coast and maybe the country."

Pacific’s defense is spearheaded by inside linebacker
Kirk Harmon, a legitimate All-American candidate who
has been in on an astounding 182 tackles this year, almost
twice as many as anyone else on the team.
On offense, Pacific has been more productive in
recent weeks after being shut out in successive games
earlier this season.
Quarterbacks Harley Miller and Grayson Rogers
played alternate series against South Carolina, an
unorthodox arrangement which worked out quite well.
The two combined to complete a school-record 31 of 58
passes as Pacific rolled up 411 yards in total offense.
Rogers, who transferred to Pacific after John Elway
enrolled at Stanford, was the more effective of the duo,
completing 16 of his 30 attempts for 207 yards and two
touchdowns.

I

SJSU defensive coordinator Claude Gilbert doesn’t
think his defense will encounter any especially tough
problems if Pacific plays musical quarterbacks again
tomorrow night.
"I don’t think it will pose any serious problems from a
tactical standpoint," he said. "Miller is more of a
scrambler, so we’ll have to watch that when we rush
him."
Photo hy

/WWI Ashton

95) and Bob Overly (No. 69) also move in for
the kill. The Spartans tangle with Pacific
tomorrow night at home.
interceptions.
"They’re a damn good defensive team," SJSU offensive coordinator Dennis Erikson said. "They just shut
down South Carolina last week. And physically, they
knocked the snot out of them."

Miller times

"I think they have taken half of their passing offense
from our playbook," he said. "Hopefully, that will be
advantageous for us. We should be more accustomed to
playing against a lot of their (passing) routes."
Having already lost the services of cornerback Gill
Byrd and defensive end Eric Lane for the season, SJSU’s
defense will have to temporarily cope without two more
injured starters, nose guard Dave Dole and linebacker
Cheyenne Tuufuli.
Juniors Jessie Green and Ken Woodburn, the Spartans’ leading tackler last season, will fill in for Dole and
Tuufuli against Pacific.

,k

starting
Miller High Life

Spartans scrutinized
by impressed scouts
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
Although the pollsters
who rate the nation’s top
collegiate football teams
overlooked
the
have
Spartans as a whole, scouts
for professional teams are
already eyeing several
Spartans as prospective
choices in next spring’s
NFI, draft.
Nine scouts attended
SJSU’s game against
Arizona State last week to
evaluate the Sun Devils’
talent as well as the
Spartans. The nine scouts
were the most ever to attend an Arizona State

Willhite.

improtant than ever.
"He may :lot be
physically big, but he plays
big."
The Cowboys are not
the only NFL team expressing interest in
Willhite. The Rancho
Cordova native has also
been informally contacted
by representatives of the
New York Giants, New
York Jets, Los Angeles
Rams, Oakland Raiders
and San Francisco 49ers.
Brandt is also impressed
with
Stacey
Bailey, the Spartans’ alltime leading receiver.
Bailey, who separated

. ’a top player’

..,utball game, according to
the school’s sports information director, Paul
Jensen.
Among the scouts was
Gil Brandt, the Dallas
iputive vice
Cowboy.’ w
president in charge of
player personnel and the
man whose keen aye for
talent has been credited by
many NFI, sages for
helping to build the
Cowboys’ dynasty.
Of all the Spartans,
Brandt is most impressed
with running back Gerald
Willhite, the school’s alltime leading rusher and
one of only two players in
NCAA history ever to rush
for 1,000 yards and catch 50
passes in the same season.
"We have him ranked
as one of the top players in
the country," Brandt said.
"Obviously, he is a very
impressive player. I think
he could be picked
anywhere from the first
round to the third round in
the draft."
Because of Willhite’s
diminutive
relatively
195
5 -foot -10,
frame
pounds), many people,
Willhite himself included,
believe he may have to be
converted to a wide
receiver in the NFL. Not
so, according to Brandt.
Brandt likened Willhite
to Terry Metcalf, who
darted his way through the
NFL’s defense while
starring for the St. Louis
Cardinals
"Tony Dorsett was
only 183 pounds when we
got him and he isn’t much
bigger now," Brandt said.
"Gerald IS the tpye of
player who is really forming in the NFL today. He
has that great quickness
which is becoming more

his left shoulder in the
Arizona State game, is
another player who many
believe will have a difficult
time making the grade in
the pros because of his size
listed as 6-foot-1, 161
pounds
Brandt said size at the
wide receiver position is
not as important as it once
was because of recent rule
changes allowing lefensive
oacks
bump r,ceivers
only once within five yards
of the line of scrimmage.
Willhite is positive
Bailey will be drafted by
the pros.
"Preston Dennard i the
Los Angeles Rams’ wide
receiver) WAS at Stacey’s
home a couple of weeks
ago," Willhite said, "and
they’re just about the same
size. And Dennard is
making $190,000 per year."
Brandt
said
the
Cowboys
are
also
examining tight end Tracy
Franz and tackle Max
Hobper as potential
draftees.
If he plays in the NFL
the 6-foot-5, 246 pound
Franz will probably be
converted to tackle
although he has "very good
hands," according to
Brandt.
The
Cowboys’
executive also hinted that
an NFL team might some
day be interested in
Spartan head coach Jack
Elway.
"He’s done an excellent coaching job,"
Brandt said. "It’s an unfortunate thing that he and
the team haven’t gotten the
recognition they deserve,
To play with Pac-10 teams
like they do is almost
imheard of."
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Spartan defender Nick Constantine (right) clears the ball away from the
SJSU goal in the Spartans 2-1 win over Fullerton State last Saturday. Goalie
Ryan Moore (left) also reacts to the play

By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
SANTA CLARA The
NCAA playoffs are more of
a reality for the SJSU
soccer team today thanks
to a 1-0 victory over Santa
Clara Wednesday night at
Buck Shaw Stadium.
The Spartans improved their Pacific Soccer
Conference record to 4-2
with the win, but more
importantly put their
overall mark at 14-3-1.
"If they ( NCAA) had to
select today," reasoned
Julie
coach
SJSU
Menendez, "I think we
would have a good
chance."
Twenty teams will play
in the NCAA playoffs. The
Pacific Soccer Conference
will
champion
automatically receive a bid
into the tournament. Since
the University of San
Francisco is currently
leading the PSC at 541,

SJSU must hope for an atlarge selection into the
playoffs.
"I’ve analyzed the
ratings and there are four
teams with records worse
than ours and there are
seven teams with records
identical
to
ours,"
Menendez said.
Menendez also believes
the Spartans will benefit
from a weak New England
region.
"I think there are only

chance at a playoff appearance are Washington,
San Diego State and Fresno
State.
The Spartans kept
their hopes alive Wednesday night in the win
over Santa Clara.
Giulio Bernardi scored
the game’s only goal 18
minutes into the first half
when he scored on a
rebound shot.
The goal was set up by
a crossing pass from Sergio

’Cal’s going to be ready for us’ -- Menendez
three areas with at-large
teams. New England really
has to scratch for a second
team."
The three other regions
are the Far West, Mid-West
and Mid-East. Other teams
in the Far West with a

Cardoso to Joe Pimentel,
who
attempted
an
acrobatic bicycle shot.
Pimentel’s shot, however,
was knocked away by
Bronco goalie Chris Sigler.
The ball then bounced free
for a few moments about 15

.1Spartans open NCAA action tomorrow
By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
Long Beach State’s field hockey team has two AllAmericans and is seeded fourth in the NCAA playoffs
with a 9-1-2 record. In comparison, the SJSU field
hockey squad has only one All-American and is seeded
fifth with a 9-2-3 slate. But records and seedings can be
deceiving.
That’s because the Lady Spartans have beaten and
tied the 49ers in two previous games this season. First,
the two teams played to a 2-2 tie in the Berkeley Invitational. Then the Lady Spartans defeated Long
Beach 1-0 in a game at SJSU.
The two sides will meet again this Saturday in the
first round of the NCAA tournament in Long Beach.

also very interested in
getting to the ball.
"We marked up well
and put pressure on guys
without the ball as well as
with the ball," Menendez
stated. "We also got a
couple of great saves by
Joe Pimentel and Gonzalo
Sandoval."
The Spartans can’t
think about playoffs yet,
however. They must first
concern themselves with a
California team which has

yards to the left of Sigler
and Bernardi beat two
defenders to the ball and
pushed a shot to the right of
Sigler and into the corner
of the goal.
The Spartans created
other good scoring opportunities, but Sigler was
very effective at snuffing
them out with five solid
saves.
Most of those opportunities were the result
of some good touch passing

Game time is set for 1 p.m. The winner of the game will
advance to the semifinal round against the University
of Massachusetts. Massachusetts is currently the topranked team in the nation.
Long Beach’s two All-Americans are center
halfback Toni Cody and goalkeeper Robin Porter. The
Lady Spartans will counter with Sue Walker, the AllAmerican who has scored 11 goals and has two assists.
"They have two All-Americans to our one, but we
have much stronger overall depth," assistant coach
Carolyn Lewis said. "They also have a strong
goalkeeper, but I think we have her number. She hasn’t
shut us out yet."
Even though SJSU will be on the road, Lewis
believes the Lady Spartans have the advantage.

"We play well on the road and many of our players
are from Southern California so they’ll want to shine
for their family and friends."
Among those Lady Spartans from Southern
California are Walker, Lynne McManus and Melanie
Johnson. Johnson, by the way, did not see action in
SJSU’s 2-1 victory over Stanford last Saturday due to a
bout with the flu, but the freshman will be ready for the
49ers.
Last year, the Lady Spartans competed in the
AIAW national playoffs. This year, SJSU and many
other universities joined the NCAA when the NCAA
decided to administrate women’s athletics. The AIAW
still exists and, in fact, will be holding a field hockey
tournament of its own.

by the Spartans which
found open spaces in the
middle of the Broncos
defense.
But it was the Spartan’s defense which won
this game, not allowing
many Santa Clara chances
and making key saves on
occassions
when
the
Broncos did takes shot.
For the second straight
game, SJSU goalie Ryan
Moore made a save to
preserve a win. This time,
he reaced up and grabbed a
Bronco crossing pass with
only 25 seconds left to play
in the midst of three Santa
Clara players who were

won five of six conference
matches.
The
Bears
overall mark is 12-5-1.
SJSU will meet the Bears
on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
Memorial Stadium in
Berkeley.
"Cal’s going to be
ready for us," Menendez
said, "and we’ll have to
switch to tennis shoes."
The latter remark
refers to the Astroturf
surface the Spartans and
Bears will play on.
But the change
shouldn’t bother SJSU
because the Spartans are
looking for a spot in the
NCAA playoffs.

KCBS, KSJS to air game
Saturday’s SJSU-University of the Pacific football
game will be broadcast by KCBS (740 AM) in San Francisco by Hal Ramey and Bob Safford at 7:10 p.m.
The game game will also be aired by KSJS (90.7 FM)
at 7:15 p.m. by Tony Kovaleski and Steve Scott.
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Humanities Club members will attend
the poetry reading of Aniata Williams and
William Stafford at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Call Larry Staple at 268-2288 for more
information

ro,

The African Awareness Mouth
Planning Committee will meet at 5 p.m.
today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call
Charles Brewer at 947-1279.

:ft

"Tt

II(..)

spa rtaguide

AMIN&

The Referral Center will have an open
house from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in
building 0.

HOWIE and his BARNYARD PALS

Basil Amaro
NEXT: HOWIE
GETS CANCELLED!!

The Bluegrass Club will meet at 5:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call Allan at 941-8223.
Christian Students will hold a Bible
study at noon today in the S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information contact Rich
at 947-8565.
Asian Student In Action Now will hold
a potluck from 5 to 7:30 p.m today in the
S.U. Almaden Room. For more information call Lenny Low at 297-5542.

Carlos Street between Eighth and
Ninth streets. The aquatic complex
would be located on the north side of
San Carlos, between Seventh and
Ninth streets.
Board member Dolores
Canizales asked Bronzan what the
facility would consist of.
"If I want to give my money, I
want to know what is in it," she said.
Bronzan said a survey was being
taken by the Sociology Department
as to what the students want included in the center. The survey is
being given to 3,000 students in
classes.
"There are very, very few institutions that can afford to build
facilities limited to only athletics,"
he said.
Bronzan said there are two
usual ways a recreation center can
be paid for, private sources or
students fees.
"In most cases, it’s student
fees," he said.
Board member Octavia Butler
said she wondered how flexible the
center would be and if there would
be a cultural place to go to or a child
care center.
"I think students would like to
express their needs on this campus
and not compared to other campuses," she said.

"If more students had been
involved earlier, we would have
found there are other needs besides
recreational use," she said.
Robinson reinforced that
currently there are no actual plans,
no blueprints and no money to hire
an architect.
Bronzan said the Men’s Gym,
which seats 1,400 persons, was built
51 years ago.
"This was Sac. Jose State
Teacher’s College for young ladies
going into the teaching profession,"
he said.
According
to
Bronzan,
enrollment at that time was 3,600 to
3,700.
"That was the last facility
constructed for spectators on
campus," Bronzan said. "I know of
very few schools who have as scarce
facilites as here.
"If folks pass this opportunity, it
will be a long, long time before
another proposal will become viable
or even possible," Bronzan said.
In an earlier interview Bronzan
said delays in starting the project
could cost between $10,000 and
615,000 more per month, based on an
inflationary rate on the cost of
construction as being between 1.25
and 1.5 percent.

FORUM
continued from page 1
A 3,000-student survey,
designed to determine
what students would like
the center to contain, is
currently being circulated
on campus, Robinson said.
Sometime in February
of next year, Robinson
said, a special election may
be held to decide if students
want the center to be
constructed.

in 1984 for 25 years.

The center would be
funded through student
fees, raising the fees $10 a
semester for two years,
and then $40 per semester

Weather
There will be rain
tomorrow, which is
expected to last through
the evening. Highs will
be in the low to mid-60s
and lows will be in the
upper 50s. This forecast
is provided by the Sall
Meteorology Department.

"I’m basing these
figures on $13 million for 25
years with an enrollment of
24,000," Robinson said.
Robinson said the
decrease in enrollment at
SJSU this semester
resulted from a decline in
full-time enrollment, but
predicted that total student
enrollment would remain
steady.
Bronzan suggested
Jan. 1, 1985 as the date the
center would be completed.
asked
McMillan
Robinson how, considering
completion of the center is
"still a few years down the
road," he could "justify
taking current students’
fees when the chances that
they’ll get to use the center
are very littler
"I’m asking students to
make a contribution for
future life at San Jose
State," Robinson replied.
SJSU student Ed
Asiano said he was "all for
the RFC Center. but I am

opposed to students being
the only ones paying for it.
"With tuition, already
rising student fees and
severe cuts in the federal
money aiding education,
how will these additional
costs affect the students?"
Robinson said alternative funding was
available, but asked, "Do
you want someone else to
build the center for you?"
"If IBM or the Mercury News built it, they’d
be running it," Robinson
said.
Bill Rolland, A.S.
Program Board director,
was concerned whether the
REC Center would be "just
a gym or available for
decent
entertainment
programming."
Bronzan said the
"basic ingredients" of the
center, like retractable
sealing, a hi-fidelity sound
system and sophisticated
lighting would make large
concerts "possible."
Robinson said specific
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scheduling priorities would
be decided by the center’s
governing board, the
Student Union Board of
Governors.

By Tamera Casias
Staff Writer
Two fraternities are
keeping tradition alive
and ringing with a large
cast-iron bell, complete
with frame.
The
bell was
originally taken from
the Arcania House, a
Stockton fraternity in
the early 1950s. It was
claimed by SJSU Sigma
Alpha Epsilon members
after a football game.
A higher score at
the SJSU vs. University
of the Pacific football
game now determines
the bell winner.
"We haven’t won in
so long," said Doug
Brock, UOP Sigma
Alpha Epsilon member.
"I’d forgotten all about
it."
The Cal Zeta
chapter of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon at SJSU has
held the bell since 1978.
The
Cal
Rho
chapter at UOP had the
bell in 1977 when the
Tigers beat the Spartans in a SJSU
Homecoming game 24-7.
The
Tigers
traditionally have been
Spartan rivals. The last
three games between
the two have gone down
to the wire.
Both the 1979 and
1980 games were
decided in the last plays
of the game.
The
Cal
Rho

FRIDAY
SHOPPER

The Indian Club will sponsor an Ali
Akbar Khan concert at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The Akbayan Filipino Club will meet
at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Discussion will be about
banquet-dance night. For more information call Ceddy at 286-3720 or Fil at
295-1066.
The Residence Hall Community
Council will sponsor the "roommate
game" at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Dining
Commons.

Above
It
All!

e

Available at:
Spartan Bookstore

Several
other
fraternities including
Phi Delta Theta and
Kappa Sigma will host
tailgate parties before
the game.

coma Lees
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Theta Chi fraternity
will hold an open party
after the UOP game.
Music will be provided
by White Rock. Admission is $2 at the

Nothing
Keeps the Wolf
from the Door...

,

1080 Saratoga AY,’
Soo Jose 9
984-7576

Fero

fraternity house, 123 S.
11th St.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Offer good Nov. 9 -- Nov. 20.

BRITISH
EUROPEAN
TRAVEL

Stock up now on
KODAK Film
STUDENTS!
30% discount on
KODAK
Paper &
Chemicals

football team at UOP,
Kennedy said.
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of you

Lowest Fares to
Europe from SF
sJSrotiand
S709/r.t.
SFO. Paris
S769 / r.t.
S.1- Amsterdam 5599/ wtr.
London
S659/r.t.
Frankfurt
$733/c.?.
Dusseldorf
S698/r.t.
Round Trip Not Standby

286-5253
610 COLEMAN AVE

ChinipponGraphics
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After 7 p.m. I Drink for
25; With This Coupon

members will travel to
San Jose Saturday for
the annual game and a
tailgate party with Cal
Zeta members, according to Cal Zeta
President Bob Kennedy.
Several of the Cal
Rho members are on the

Everything you ever wanted to
know about SJSU instructors is
on sale. But the information is
priceless.

( ornpi,t,
First lump
nurse
Croup Rates
Individuals V".
V
No k Ora Coo s
Closest School
To the South Bav
FALCON
PARACHUTE

41:*

p.m. 2 for I Happy Hour

Photo by Marc Ashton
Next to their Vuarnet sunglasses, these members of SJSU’s Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity treasure their bell most dearly . The frat will lose
the bell if U.O.P. defeats the Spartan football team Saturday

Be

Mai
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People’s
All -African
The
Revolutionary Party will hold a seminar
"The Fight of the Century: The Empire vs,
the People." at 12:30 p.m. today in
Business Classrooms, rooms 001 and 004.

Bell symbolizes SJSU tradition

REC CENTER
continued from page 1
The REC Committee is
represented by Robinson and
executive assistant Jeffrey Smith.
Robinson said the committee did
receive the Chancellor’s Office’s
"initial opinion to go ahead with the.
referendum."
Robert Bronzan, project consultant, attended this week’s A.S.
meeting to answer questions. He
also showed the board tentative
plans for the project.
Bronzan served as director of
athletics at SJSU from 1961 to 1971,
was a human performance professor
from 1946 to 1981 and football coach
from 1946 to 1957.
The tentative design of the
proposed facility includes staging,
lighting, a sound system and indoor
game courts, such as racquetball,
handball, basketball, volleyball,
badminton and tennis.
A body conditioning and weight
training gymnasium, bicycle repair
and parts shop, outdoor equipment
rental and sales shop, dressingshower accommodations, outdoor
Olympic 50-meter swimming pool
with a separate diving well and sun
deck and theater-type seating for
approximately 10,000 persons are
also proposed for the facility.
The REC Center would be
located on the south side of San
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Students for Peace will hold a "Karen
Silkwood Day" tomorrow. A table will be
set up on the south side of the Student
Union from 9 a.m. to noon and pamphlets
will be distributed about nuclear power
issues. For more information call Greg
Ka rthall at 279-2299.

Falling
At Your
\

tws

A

NUTRITION
CENTER yPi
Noturol Foods
100. Student
Discount with
Ad or ID

Weekdays 10.6
Saturdays 9- 5
964 E Santo Clara St
Son Jose, CA 9 5 I 1 6
Ph. 293.8445

Like a healthy Budget
If money worries are threatening you, give Hyland Donor
Center a call. You can get up to $80.00 a month, Phone
Hyland Donor Center at 294-6535. They’re located at 35
S. Almaden Avenue in San Jose, less than ten minutes
from campus

I

